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The purpose of this guide is to help followers that are new to twitter quickly come up to

speed to master and organize the technology before it becomes overwhelming and you

lose sight of why you wanted to twitter in the first place. This guide will quickly help

coordinate your twitter activity whether you only want to follow a few people or it your

goal is to have thousands of followers.

DAY 1 - Why Twitter?

Everyone has their own reason for pursuing (or not) any social media. For me, I

decided to develop a following through twitter because it is a cost effective way to reach

a large network of potential customers that are in my target market. Through my

tweets, I am able to provide valuable information to my intended audience--140

characters at a time. Once trust has been established, then followers (aka ‘raving fans’)

can tell others about me or if they choose--do business with me directly.

It’s real simple…I know I have content to share that can make a difference in your life,

the lives of your friends, family and associates; and in the business that you work for (or

own). If I have the type of information that you are interested in and you become a

follower of my tweets and other social media, then I want you as a follower forever. For

that privilege, I will freely share with you all that I have learned about social media (and

other business information)—and ask three things in return.

The first is that you follow me (@victoriamavis) and my company (@hrknowledgebase)

for a period of at least three months on twitter. The second is that you share this with at

least one person who you think would benefit from twitter and ask them to do the same

(follow @victoriamavis, @hrknowledgebase—and you of course). Last, that you

complete each step as outlined. Some of you are going to want to skip steps or to jump

ahead. I request that you not. Try each step as presented and if after three months you

want to change the way you manage your social media, by all means do so.

Think of your twitter journey this way. You’re at Disney in the back of a two hour line for

the best amusement ride in the park and suddenly someone taps you on the shoulder

and says, “Come with me”. You and your party follow. The next thing you know, you’ve

been escorted to the front and you are next in line to board the ride. The moral of the

story—put on your seat belts—it’s a wild and wonderful ride ahead.

Day 2 - Put an action plan together for your Twitter.

Many friends and business associates that I’ve had twitter conversations with are

reluctant to join or use twitter for one of three reasons.
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1. They don’t understand what twitter can do for them or their business;

2. They don’t want more messages in their inbox to read; or

3. They created a twitter account and quickly became overwhelmed by the amount

of tweets that they receive by following certain tweeters (also referred to as twits

or twitterers).

If you find yourself in any of these statements, I know exactly how you feel! That’s the

way I felt when I first joined twitter. And then found it became a lot easier when I picked

up a few tools to use with twitter (most of which are free software). This has made all

the difference in the world. If you’re like I was and looking for a way to simplify twitter,

then read on!

There are three simple questions for you to answer as you begin the process:

1. What do you want your Twitter to do for you?

2. How much time are you willing to commit to Twitter in a day, a week, a month?

3. What belief are you willing to give up in order to make #1 a reality?

Armed with answers to these questions, it’s time to dive in!

Day 3 – Pick up/order some books that cover the basics of how best to utilize

Twitter and your other social media.

Although there is a lot of information on the web about social media, you can spend

countless hours sifting through what’s valuable and what’s not. A few books in your

library will help shortcut the process and provide insights that are not easily found in one

location on the web. Then after having a fundamental understanding of twitter, the blogs

and other postings you find on the web about twitter and other social media will enrich

your understanding and build on the fundamentals that you learned through books.

My recommendations of the best picks for your library on social media:

The Social Media Bible (2nd edition), by Jon Safko. This book is just what the name

implies--a bible of sorts. It covers all social media and provides excellent web resources

for various applications.

Twitter Power: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a Time (2nd edition), by Joel

Comm. This book covers what Twitter is and the five W’s: what, when, why, where,

and who. It includes: jumping into the twitter conversation, how to build a loyal

following, how to use twitter to strengthen your brand, how to drive traffic to your

website and more.
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Content Rules: How to Create Killer Blogs, Podcasts, Videos, Ebooks, Webinars that

Engage Customers and Ignite Your Business, by Ann Handley & C.C. Chapman. This

book is about writing blogs and other social media in a way that engages customers.

Day 4 - Establish your Twitter account

Register for a Twitter account at www.twitter.com . Follow online screens and help

functions to set-up your twitter account. Notes below are points are in addition to the

support found on the www.twitter.com website.

ACCOUNT SETTINGS: NOTE—many company servers reject twitter emails which

prevents you from fully activating your account. To resolve this, use a third party email

account for this purpose (i.e., yourname@hotmail.com). You can have this account

forward direct messages from twitter to your email or outlook account. Most email hosts

have instructions in their help area of how to accomplish email forwarding.

MOBILE: Follow Twitter Instructions to set-up on your mobile phone. My

recommendation is to start slow. As far as forwarding messages to text –do not do this

as an automatic (unless you’re prepared for the floodgates to open and you have

countless text messages.) Rather, allow messages to be sent via text by your selection

on a person’s twitter profile (green icon appearing above the list of their tweets).

Additionally, unless you want anyone to be able to have your phone number to call,

leave “Let others find me by my phone number” unselected.

NOTICES: Click first two options; third is optional.

Day 5 - Start using Twitter

Visit Twitter’s http://support.twitter.com/ for information of how to navigate the site.

Select 20 people to follow. The first two (as requested) are: @victoriamavis,
@hrknowledgebase. The other eighteen are your choice. Consider your personal
interests, business clients or associates, or perhaps a celebrity that you enjoy reading
about. Don’t worry about following the ‘right ones’. If you don’t like what a certain
tweeter tweets, you can unfollow as quickly as you followed them.

Day 6 – Set-up a twitter dashboard to be able to more effectively follow others,
manage your tweets, and review results of your tweets.
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Dashboards like, www.tweetdeck.com, http://www.seesmic.com/, http://hootsuite.com//,
and http://nambu.com/ (Mac users) are free software downloads that enable you to
perform routine tasks that are not available through www.twitter.com. A few of the more
common applications found in these dashboards that make them so valuable to
managing your twitter activity includes:

 Scheduled Tweets
 Monitor Retweets
 Monitor Mentions
 Retweet with your comments added
 Tweets sent to other social media for posting (Facebook, LinkedIn)
 Organize Tweeters by Public lists or lists that you create

Day #7 - Start Tweeting

You’ve had a few days to watch others and think about what to tweet, so there’s no time
like the present to jump in. Use your Dashboard to follow different groups of tweeters
and schedule tweets at different times of the day so that your followers don’t get
bombarded with all your tweets at once.

Unless you are on Twitter 24/7 and only follow a few tweeters, it is almost impossible to
read everything that is tweeted. In fact, on www.twitter.com, the general timeline that is
show to the public is so massive that at any one time, you will only be able to access a
few minutes (or perhaps an hour) of tweets. With the same thought, you want to space
out your tweets during times when people who want to follow what you tweet about are
on twitter and can find you.

For more information on writing effective tweets, refer to Twitter Power: How to
Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a Time (2nd edition), by Joel Comm: Chapter 5:
The Art of the Tweet.

Day #8 – Download free software to start performing follow-up activity.

The first free software to download is www.socialoomph.com . The initial benefit of this
software is that it automatically sends a Direct Message to your new followers and also
automatically follows back people who follow you.

As you accumulate followers, you will want to start engaging them in a conversation.
This is a great way to start--by responding to followers when they first decide to follow
you
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Also download http://www.justunfollow.com/login.do. This is an application that shows
who you are following that is not following you. Under the free version you can unfollow
up to 50 users a day.

It is important that you manage the ratio between people you follow and those who
follow you. As your follower numbers grow, built into twitter are some ratios that deal
with the number of followers you can have versus the people you follow. If this ratio
gets out of whack, then twitter will prevent you from following new people until a few
more people follow you, or you remove some of your non-followers.

Rather than my addressing this subject here, simply search www.google.com and find
out more information on the subject.

Day #9 - Modify your email messages to include an invitation to follow you on
Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, or others.

If you are on Microsoft Office Outlook (version. 2007) you will be able to easily modify
your signature to include a message to follow you. This is located under Tools, Options,
Mail Format, Signatures. To get a symbol for twitter, simply Google, “twitter icon” and
several sites will appear which feature free icons for your use.

You’re at a fork in the road now….

If you only want to follow a few people (or a few hundred people) and they are hand
selected by you or are friends/clients that you know, you can stop here and there’s
nothing more to do than to schedule your tweets through your dashboard, follow and
unfollow users, and slowly grow your twitter timeline (series of your tweets) and your
follower counts.

However, if you are interested in growing the number of your twitter followers at a more
rapid pace than what occurs naturally, read on.

Day #10 - Subscribe to TweetAdder

TweetAdder is an Automated Twitter Management Software which performs most of the
automated features that the free software that I gave you performs. In addition, the real
power in the software is its’ ability to search for potential followers and then to automate
the ‘follow/unfollow’ process. The cost of the software varies depending on how many
twitter profiles you want to automate. Automating one profile through TweetAdder starts
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at $55 for a one-time cost with lifetime free upgrades. To find out more about
TweetAdder, visit: http://www.tweetadder.com/idevaffiliate/idevaffiliate.php?id=8810 .

This is a sample of how TweetAdder works. Consider that you want to follow everyone
that is within a 25 mile radius of your location (in hopes that they will follow you); and
that their twitter profile includes words such as “business owner” or “musician”.

With a few simple keystrokes, TweetAdder will run a search on twitter, find tweeters
who match these criteria and import their Twitter user name into a list that you can then
use to schedule automatic following.

Then, if these tweeters do not return your follow within 3-5 days, TweetAdder will
automatically unfollow them. After all, most tweeters are notified via email of new
followers. If someone hasn’t responded in this time, they are probably not active on
twitter, or they are not interested in what you have to tweet. This is one reason why it’s
important to have a timeline of tweets already built by the time you reach out to tweeters
who don’t personally know you, so they can decide if you’re someone they want to
follow or not.

DAY #11 - What’s next? Perhaps a Bonus Plan?

What you’ve just completed is my recommendation for ten days to success in Twitter.
You can stop here and you will have learned more in ten days than the majority of
twitter users every learn and you will be well on your way to building a strong twitter
following and having your Social Media work for you.

However, consider the list below as a bonus. It is a thirty day plan from Joel Comm,
author of Twitter Power, How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a Time.” Please
note: This condensed list below does not do Joel’s book any amount of justice, as
every page is loaded with key shortcuts, strategies and basic information that you need
to understand about Twitter in order to be successful using it in the long run. If you
haven’t already, pick up a copy of the book and continue on your journey to “Mastering
Twitter in Ten Days with Ten Easy Steps”.

Putting it all together: A 30-Day Plan by Joel Comm

 Day #1 – Sign up and settle in

 Day #2 – Create your background image

 Day #3 – Read around

 Day #4 – Writing your first tweets
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 Day #5 – Start following

 Day #6 – Add friends and business associates-and start replying

 Day #7 – Start catching big followers

 Day #8 – Add more followers

 Day #9 – Ask a question

 Day #10 – Answer a question

 Day #11 – Have fun

 Day #12 – Look for your evangelists

 Day #13 – Reel in your evangelists

 Day #14 – Do some customer services

 Day #15 – Post a link tweet

 Day #16 – Post a discussion tweet

 Day #17 – Post an action tweet

 Day #18 – Start putting your tweets together

 Day #19 – Try a different sequence

 Day #20 – Have fun!

 Day #21 – Do some off-twitter marketing

 Day #22 – Combine your social media tools

 Day #23 – Drive followers to purchase a special offer

 Day #24 – Drive followers to a blog

 Day #25 – Drive followers to subscribe

 Day #26 – Drive followers to purchase without a special offer

 Day #27 – Have fun!

 Day #28 – Create a second timeline

 Day #29 – Find followers for your new timeline

 Day #30 – Have fun and happy tweeting!!!

NOTE: Victoria Mavis is the President/CEO of Core People Resources, LLC, which is
located in Eastern PA. She has over 20 years experience with the people side of the
business including industries such as: hospitality, local government, manufacturing,
medical services, non-profits, and retail. Victoria’s expertise is in providing businesses
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with practical and affordable approaches to their ‘people’ problems through the use of
internet technology. She is also a national speaker and author. You can find her at:

Twitter: @victoriamavis

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/victoria.mavis

LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=4256095&trk=tab_pro


